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Title Loans San Diego is a Reliable Loan Provider!

Residents of San Diego finally have a quick cash loan provider that they can trust. Title Loans San Diego
can provide the cash you need in less than 24 hours without outstanding interest rates or hidden charges.

May 19, 2010 - PRLog -- Since the dawn of automobile loans and car title loans, providers have been
looking for ways to squeeze every penny out of the borrower in an attempt to gain their vehicle by the end
of the agreement.  There are many tricks of the trade that fool borrowers into taking a loan they either have
no chance of paying back, or have major payment penalties for paying off the loan early.  Title Loans San
Diego is a straightforward provider who is not afraid to spell out all of the terms in their loans.  They have
no hidden fees or payments that overcharge or penalize their customers.

Unlike numerous loan providers in California, Title Loans San Diego does not charge their customers
penalties if they decide to pay off the loan early.  Many other providers sneak this charge into the fine print
and charge their borrowers outrageous fees if they pay the loan off before the allotted time.  Most often
these pre-payment penalties are worth the remainder of the interest the borrower would have to pay if they
continued with their monthly payments.

Visit Title Loans San Diego to fill out the free online application: http://www.sandiegoautotitleloans.com

To make matters worse, these same providers have interest only payments in which the monthly payments
only account for the interest for the month.  This type of loan may seem like the payments are cheap, but in
actuality they enforce a large balloon payment of the entire principal that is due on the last payment date,
and none of the payments went against the original principal.  On the contrary, Title Loans San Diego has
amortized loans, which instead of only charging interest for the payments, they in fact have a portion of the
payment go against the principal as well as for the interest for the given month.  This allows the borrower to
pay more money towards the principal of the loan to have the ability to pay off the loan early.

Title Loans San Diego offers a secure loan with easy payments and no penalty charges for paying of the
loan on time.  It's about time a trustworthy provider is getting a little recognition.  Their loans are very easy
to receive and you can have the cash you need in less than twenty-four hours.  The first step is to apply for
the loan online by completing the free application.  

Click here for Title Loans San Diego: http://www.sandiegoautotitleloans.com

After a short period of time a Title Loans San Diego loan agent will contact you with the amount of the
loan, usually between $2,600 and $30,000.  After discussing the particulars they will assist you to the
nearest affiliate location, or send a mobile notary to your home or office.  Whether you choose to go in to
one of the many nearby affiliate locations, or you opt to have their mobile notary service bring all the
needed documents and forms  face to face, Title Loans San Diego will have you fill out a few forms, and
hand over the title of your car, which will be returned upon full payment.

After the last i is dotted and t is crossed, the loan representative will hand over your check.  When you have
received the check you are then free to use the money on whatever you deem necessary, and you get to keep
the very same car you put a loan on.  Title Loan San Diego simply holds onto the title, and allows their
borrower to keep their car and until the loan has been reimbursed.

No matter how poor your credit score, what you need the money for, or even if you have filled for
bankruptcy in the past, Title Loans San Diego will provide you with the money you need.  All you need is a
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car, SUV, van or pick-up truck that is the year 1999 or newer and you will be granted the loan.  Title Loans
San Diego has been treating their customers with dignity and respect for over a decade and has become one
of the most trusted loan providers in the state.  This is a great way to get emergency cash and should not be
overlooked.  Do your research and you will discover that Title Loans San Diego is an excellent choice and a
reliable provider.

Title Loans San Diego provides quality, secure loans to not just San Diego, but also Coronado, La
Playa, La Mesa, Lemon Grove, La Presa, Spring Valley, National City, Encinitas, Carlsbad, and
many other surrounding cities and communities.

# # #

Car title loans offered in several states. Title loans on clean car titles. Consumer bad credit loans available.
Pink slip loans, auto pawns, and title loans available in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Illinois.

--- End ---
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